INTRODUCTION
Ergativity is property of a language which treats the subject of an intransitive verb as identical in some grammatical fashion to the patient/theme argument of a transitive verb. Explanations for this patterning within generative grammar are many (see Manning 1996; Johns 2000 for an overview). It is also known that languages can change from nominative-accusative to ergative and vice-versa (see Dixon 1994) . In light of accounts in generative grammar where ergativity is not a single property within universal grammar, e.g. Johns (1992); Bittner and Hale (1996a; 1996b) , we expect that changes in ergativity will also vary, restricted by universal grammar. At the same time we expect that these changes will shed light on the overall nature of ergativity, as linguistic change highlights critical subsets of properties of a grammar. In this paper we will examine one language, Inuktitut, which has undergone a partial change, observable across dialects. As outlined in Johns (1999), ergative patterning is more predominant in Inuktitut dialects spoken in the west in than the more easterly dialects, especially Labrador Inuttut. In this paper we will examine in detail one aspect of that change, the properties of the antipassive construction. Johns (2001a; 2001b) argues that it is properties of the antipassive construction, not the ergative construction, which have led the change in eastern dialects and are thus the focal point of ergativity change in Inuktitut. In this paper we will examine formal properties of that construction in an effort to further understand both the antipassive construction itself and the cross-dialectal change in ergativity. Central to this question are the properties of both the antipassive morpheme and the case assigned to the object of the antipassive. We will follow Spreng (2001) who proposes that the antipassive morpheme is in little v. I will argue here that antipassive morphemes are in some sense "grammaticalized" aspect, i.e. they contain aspectual features which have a different interpretation when they are merged in little v from the interpretation they have outside of little v (see Travis forthcoming for a detailed examination of aspect and object positions crosslinguistically). In addition, we will see that the case on the objects of antipassives has undergone a change across dialects of Inuktitut. Whereas in conservative western dialects, this case is linked to the aspectual features of the antipassive's little v, in eastern dialects, it is linked only to the category of little v. As a result, antipassive in western dialects resembles languages like Finnish, where object case shares interpretive features with aspect, while the antipassive in eastern dialects resembles the more familiar accusative pattern. A correlate of this dialectal difference is that ergativity in western dialects is still very robust, while in eastern dialects, it is waning.
ERGATIVE VS. ANTIPASSIVE
Languages which are described as having ergativity usually have two competing constructions (excluding passive) which allow both the agent and the theme/patient to be expressed. I will call the clause which displays the marked agent the ergative clause. In many instances the competing construction is called the antipassive, a term which traditionally denotes a clause where the agent in subject position, the verb is a derived intransitive, and the object is marked with oblique case. We can see the two constructions in the Inuktitut examples in (1). In (1a) we see an Ergative construction, where the agent of the clause is in a special case (relative), contrasting with the absolutive case appearing on both the patient/theme of the ergative construction in (1a), and the subject of the intransitive construction in (1b). Absolutive case is the case which is obligatorily assigned in any Inuktitut clause, although because it is a pro-drop language, this restriction is not always visible. The verb in (1a) also carries agreement features for both subject and object, while in the intransitive example in (1b), there are only features for the agent.
1) a. anguti-up nanuq kapi-jaa
In the antipassive construction in (1c), we see that the agent is in absolutive case, and is the only argument controlling agreement on the verb. Agreement with a single argument is sometimes misleadingly termed intransitive since the agreement system contrasts single and double agreement. Thus single agreement is sometimes called intransitive, and double agreement transitive. Note, however, that were the ergative clause not available for comparison, the single agreement patterns exactly the same as a transitive in a familiar nominative-accusative language, where only agreement with the subject is possible. The theme/patient nanuq 'polar bear' in (1c) is marked instrumental, etc. in the literature.
